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On April 7,1986 at approximately 1912, Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS)
declared an Unusual Event and completed a Technical Specification required
shutdown after a safety relief valve (SRV) inadvertently lifted and could not be
verified to close within the two (2) minute Limiting Condition for Operation
(LC0) time limit. Also while in Hot Shutdown at 0001 on April 8, 1986, a full
automatic reactor scram signal was actuated due to rcactor low water level.

The inadvertent SRV lift occurred as a resbit of work activities performed
without approved work instructions. After the operators recognized that the
SRV was open, they took actions to close the valve. Due to a lengthy reclosure
time, they considered the two (2) minute allowable time for closure had elapsed
and placed the mode switch in shutdown. The length of time the SRV remained
open after operator action is attributed to steam condensation in the SRV upper
chamber. The SRVs are steam assisted to close. Condensation in the upper
chamber leads to longer reclosing times until the valve is sufficiently heated
to flash the condensate.

|

Corrective actions as a result of the inadvertent SRV lift included retraining
and disciplinary action. GGNS will evaluate the use of additional insulation on
SRVs to prevent the condensing phenomenon which leads to longer reclosure times.

The reactor low water level scram signal occurred as a result of the turbine
bypass valves opening fully during the shutdown evolution. The shutdown y

Mprocedure will be revised to preclude recurrence. f6 : I
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A. REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE -

On April 7,1986 at approximately 1912, Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS)
declared an Unusual Event and initiated a manual scram when a safety relief
valve (SRV) inadvertently lifted and could not be verified to close within
the two (2) minute Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) time limit. Also
while in Hot Shutdown at 0001 on April 8, 1986, a full automatic reactor
scram signal was actuated due to reactor low water level. The situations
were reported in accordance with 10CFR50.72(a)(1)(1), 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(1)(A),
and10CFR50.72(b)(2)(fi). This report is submitted pursuant to
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(A)and10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).

B. INITIAL CONDITIONS

The plant was operating at approximately 61 percent power at a reactor
pressure of 985 psig.

C. DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

At approximately 1530 on April 7,1986, a Senior Reactor Operator trainee
noticed four slave trip units for the low-low set safety relief valve
function to have their respective trip indicators illuminated. The logic
was not complete to cause an SRV lift. A maintenance work order (MW0) was
written to reset the trip units and vias delivered to the Maintenance
Planning section for processing. The Operations Shift Supervisor held up
the work activity pending the MWO processing but eventually authorized the
maintenance technicians to start work without the MWO at approximately 1900
hours.

The tripped slave trip units were reset by the technicians but as a
result, the actuation logic for safety relief valve F051B was completed
during the reset effort. Solenoid lights and the SRV Valve Open/
Discharge Line Pressure High annunciator confirmed to operators that the
F051B valve was open. .

Operators immediately attempted to close F0518 with its Division 1
handswitch on main control panel 1H13-P601. The SRV could not be verified
closed at that time. A Control Room operator obtained a key from the Shift
Supervisor and attempted to close the SRV with the Division II handswitch on
panel 1H13-P631. The Division II solenoid indicated deenergized (valve
closed), however, reactor water level, suppression pool level and -

temperature were indicating increases. The SRV tail pipe pressure switch
was still activated. After one further attempt to reclose by cycling the
Division I handswitch, relief valve F051B could not be verified closed

within the two (2) minute LC0 time limit. The reactor mode switch was
then taken to shutdown in accordance with Technical Specification 3.4.2.1
action "b" at approximately 1912 on April 7,1986. The relief valve was
verified closed seconds after the scram. Computer traces indicate the
valve actually closed 4 to 5 seconds before the scram.

.
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Five hours later, at 0001 on April 8,1986, while in Hot Shutdown, a full
automatic reactor scram signal was actuated due to reactor low water level.
While reducing reactor pressure in accordance with the shutdown procedure,
the Operations Shift Superintendent depressed and held the Turbine Steam
Pressure Demand pushbutton to lower reactor pressure. He held the !

pushbutton too long causing the turbine bypass valves to open fully.
Reactor water level swelled and then began to fall as the pressure demand
setpoint was raised to close the bypass valves. The feedwater Startup Level
Control Valve did not respond fast enough to control the decreasing water
level. Operators attempted to adjust for the slow control valve response
but the "A" reactor feedwater pump discharge valve tripped on thermal ,

overload. The water level dropped to the level 3 scram setpoint.
'

D. APPARENT CAUSE
1

The Operations Shift Supervisor authorized the Instrument and Control ,

+echnicians to reset the trip logic without an approved work instruction.
The Control of Work procedure allows certain work to be performed
immediately while the work document is being processed. However, the
procedure restricts this to work that, in the judgement of the Shift
Superintendent, is required to prevent imminent plant degradation or plant
shutdown or to prevent immediate personnel injury, equipment damage, or ,

public danger, or routine repetitive work that is within the technical
competance of the technician to perform the work without an MW0.

The operator actions that led to the low level scram signal on
April 8, 1986, were not contrary to any procedure. The error was of a
cognitive nature in not recognizing the rate at which the pressure demand
setpoint decreases when the Turbine Steam Pressure Demand pushbutton is
pressed. The setpoint decreases rapidly while the pushbutton is depressed;
however, the actual signal to open the bypass valves is ramped at 1
psi /second. Therefore, after the pushbutton was released, the signal
continued to ramp at 1 psi /second until the new setpoint was reached.

The F0518 safety relief valve lifted twice during the attempts to reset the
trip logic. It opened, closed, and reopened in a 15 second span. GGNS
relief va,1ves are steam assisted-to-close acting valves. When lifted, the
valves upper chamber is initially filled with steam that heats the valve
body and assists in closing. For a cold valve, if the valve is not quickly
reclosed, the steam in the upper chamber begins to condense and the steam
assist function is temporarily lost. This leads to longer reclosure times .
until the valve is sufficiently heated to flash the condensate and
reestablish the steam assist function. However, cold valves which receive a
quick closure signal close quickly since the onset of the condensing action
does not have sufficient time to begin.
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E. SUPPLEMENTAL CORRECTIVE ACTION

Personnel involved in the authorization and performance of the work activity
received disciplinary action and instruction on their responsibilities in
such situations. Each Operations shift attended a meeting which emphasized
the requirements of proper work control. The plant General Manager issued a
memorandum to all employees emphasizing personal responsibilities and
providing notification that the level of disciplinary action may be
increased to heighten personal concern and awareness. A plant Material
Nonconformance Report (MNCR) was written to document the reclosure time of
the F051B SRV. GGNS will evaluate the use of additional insulation on SRVs
to prevent the condensing phenomenon that leads to longer reclosure times.

The plant shutdown procedure, 03-1-01-3, will be revised to try an alternate
method in reducing reactor pressure during a shutdown evolution. Decreasing
the reactor pressure with the bypass jack rather than with the pressure
demand setpoint should allow for smoother operation and preclude inadvertent
excessive bypass valve movement.

F. SAFETY ASSESSMENT

The SRV lifts and manual scram caused no unusual transient results or
malfunction of equipment. The reactor level scram on April 8, 1986 occurred
during Hot Shutdown. The reactor water level decrease did not require the
use of any Emergency Core Cooling Systems or the use of the Reactor Core ,

Isolation Cooling Lystem. The circumstances which caused the low level |
scram are not considered a problem during power operation. The plant ;

remained shutdown until April 12, 1986. A recirculation pump seal was ,

replaced during the outage. )
I
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Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Unit 1
Docket No. 50-416
License No. NPF-29
File: 0260/L-835.0
Technical Specification Shutdown

Due to Open Safety Relief
Valve

LER 86-011-00 .

AECM-86/0134 . . .
.

Attached is Licensee Event Report (LER) 86-011-00 which is a final
report.

Yours uly,

.

ODK:bms
Attachment

cc: Mr. T. H. Cloninger (w/a)
Mr. R. B. McGehee (w/a)
Mr. N. S. Reynolds (w/a)
Mr. H. L. Thomas (w/o)
Mr. R. C. Butcher (w/a)

Mr. J s, M. Taylor, Director (w/a)
Office of Inspection & Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

Washington, D. C. 20555

Grace, Regional Administrator (w/a)Dr. J. Nelt n

Regulatory CommissionU. S. Nuch *

Region II '

101 Marietta St., N. W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 |
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